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This week’s report (click here to read in full) has 30 stories from 17 countries.  Nearly every one 

expresses eloquent dismay at the human condition.  Two elderly bishops who spent decades in 

prison have died in China.  An Egyptian teen gave the testimony of her father’s death after a 

church bombing. An Eritrean wife and mother has died after two months’ incarceration in a 

prison camp.  An Indian woman was denied burial due to a Christian vs Christian dispute. One 

named and several unnamed Nigerians were killed. A Pakistani prisoner who could have secured 

his release by denying Christ was beaten to death. Two men were shot dead on the steps of their 

church in the United States; a fellow parishioner said “It seems like the more people march and 

carry signs — and the more churches bind together to say 'Stop the violence' — the more they 

disregard it and just continue to kill". 

 

Friendship Baptist Church, Chicago, Illinois, USA – courtesy Facebook 

There are many Western stories on this report. We will concentrate on perhaps the most notable. 

The reader may recall our report in April of this year regarding the vote of a Belgian hospital 

board to allow the murder of the mentally ill via euthanasia, over the objections of the Catholic 

religious order that had founded the hospitals and who were now a minority on the board.  

Recently Pope Francis ordered the religious members of the board to either overturn the vote or 

publicly state their opposition to it (apparently not all of the clerics had done so). The order did 

not extend to the lay board members. 
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Shortly after the Vatican order was issued it became publicly known that former European Union 

President Herman van Rompuy sat on the hospital board.  Hours later van Rompuy responded 

with a tweet that read "The time of 'Rome has spoken, the matter is settled' is long past".  It is 

obvious that van Rompuy’s comment was a gratuitous attack on the Catholic Church, especially 

when one considers that his outing did not come from Rome, Pope Francis did not criticize him, 

and that his actual vote on the matter was not made public. 

There is a great irony here.  Herman van Rompuy became EU President as a result of backroom 

deals, which prompted European Parliament member Nigel Farage to ask “Who are you?...Who 

voted for you?”, and to disparage van Rompuy as a banal, colorless functionary. Farage was 

fined for his disparagements, but laughed it off: after all, van Rompuy’s parliamentary allies 

constantly disparaged Farage as a Nazi and were never fined.  Yet it is van Rompuy who 

objected to the Vatican’s token interference in the implementation of a lethal policy that has 

clear and definite roots in Nazi ideology – a policy we can surmise that he supports. We need to 

pray for people such as Herman van Rompuy, and for the defeat of the moral inversions that they 

perpetrate.  After all, the present age is not the first time to see the exercise of the power of life 

and death over the weak and helpless by banal, colorless functionaries. 
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